2) Introduction and discussion: Most previous studies on cartilage degeneration have analyzed T2 instead of T2*, the most common finding being longer T2 values with increasing cartilage damage. The present study demonstrates that T2* behaves in the opposite direction, i.e., decrease with higher Mankin grade. I think the readers would appreciate a more thorough discussion regarding this fact and the differences between T2 mapping and T2*.
3) Discussion, page 13 lines 38-59 and page 14 lines 1-9: I cannot see how the results from Kim's study are in clear contrast to the present study. Kim et al. also found lower T2* with increasing cartilage degeneration, although a trend and not statistically significant. Figure 1 and 4: The range of measured T1Gd was between 280-750 ms. Therefore,the chosen range of T1Gd in the color maps (0-2000 ms) seems inadequate for the purpose of demonstrating focal pathological areas. Narrow the range, 0-1000? As for now, the T1Gd maps mostly demonstrates slightly different shades of blue. This is an interesting comment by the reviewer and a good point for discussion. One observation in this study was the zonal variation in the T2* and T1Gd measures (high T2* values in the superficial zone and high T1Gd values in the deep cartilage zone) which echoes the zonal differences in collagen fiber orientation, water content and GAG distribution. This feature, which has been reported in previous studies, may be used to differentiate between healthy cartilage and repair cartilage tissue (example: follow-up after autologous chondrocyte transplantation in further local cartilage defects). Nevertheless, we recognize the need for further studies to provide clinical correlation and, hence, we have admittedly toned-down our initial conclusion as recommended by the reviewer: The sentence "Early changes in specific zones can assist clinicians tremendously in recommending a targeted joint preservation approach versus focal or compartmental joint replacements" has been modified: "Early changes in specific zones may assist clinicians in identifying methods of early intervention involving targeted joint preservation approach versus moving forward with uni-, bi-or tri-compartmental joint replacement procedures."
4)

REVIEWER
Reviewer #1.3: Introduction and discussion: Most previous studies on cartilage degeneration have analyzed T2 instead of T2*, the most common finding being longer T2 values with increasing cartilage damage. The present study demonstrates that T2* behaves in the opposite direction, i.e., decrease with higher Mankin grade. I think the readers would appreciate a more thorough discussion regarding this fact and the differences between T2 mapping and T2*. Author response: This point is well taken. As recommended by the reviewer we have further elaborated the differences between the two imaging modalities. This paragraph was added to the introduction: "T2* relaxationtime mapping reflects an additional dephasing effect, which results from local field inhomogeneity due to differences in the magnetic susceptibility among various tissues, chemical shifts, gradients applied to perform spatial encoding, and main magnetic field heterogeneity (23). T2* relaxation is exceptional for gradient-echo (GRE) MRI because in spin-echo MRI this dephasing effect is eliminated by the applied 180° refocusing pulse. Although previous studies have noted a correlation between T2 and T2* mapping (24-27), there are substantial differences between the two modalities that explain the diverging T2 and T2* values in various grades of cartilage degeneration (28). Because the T2* relaxation time is influenced both by the T2 relaxation and by coherent de-phasing local susceptibility fields, a lower spectrum of T2* is noted (23). Furthermore, with echo times of approximately 10 to 100 ms, T2 mapping spin-echo sequences captures T2 relaxation that is to a large extent interrelated to bulk water. In contrast, T2* mapping comprises signals of shorter echo times and as such is less sensitive to the water content of cartilage while it may be further dependent on differences in tissue composition at a microscopic and macroscopic level (for example; changes of macromolecules and their orientation). Finally, due to the absent 180° refocusing pulse, T2* relaxation is less sensitive to stimulated echoes and magnetization transfer (24) Reviewer #2.1: Introduction lacks the description of T2* (physical meaning, how it was clinically used to date). Author response and author action:
The point is well taken. This phrase was added: "T2* relaxation-time mapping reflects an additional dephasing effect, which results from local field inhomogeneity due to differences in the magnetic susceptibility among various tissues, chemical shifts, gradients applied to perform spatial encoding, and main magnetic field heterogeneity (23). T2* relaxation is exceptional for gradient-echo (GRE) MRI because in spin-echo MRI this dephasing effect is eliminated by the applied 180° refocusing pulse.
Although previous studies have noted a correlation between T2 and T2* mapping (24-27), there are substantial differences between the two modalities that explain the diverging T2 and T2* values in various grades of cartilage degeneration (28). Because the T2* relaxation time is influenced both by the T2 relaxation and by coherent de-phasing local susceptibility fields, a lower spectrum of T2* is noted (23). Furthermore, with echo times of approximately 10 to 100 ms, T2 mapping spin-echo sequences captures T2 relaxation that is to a large extent interrelated to bulk water. In contrast, T2* mapping comprises signals of shorter echo times and as such is less sensitive to the water content of cartilage while it may be further dependent on differences in tissue composition at a microscopic and macroscopic level (for example; changes of macromolecules and their orientation). Finally, due to the absent 180° refocusing pulse, T2* relaxation is less sensitive to stimulated echoes and magnetization transfer (24) whereas susceptibility artifacts by artificial particles and by tissue interfaces can have a substantial impact on the T2* measurement."
